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Abstract 
This paper develops a fault diagnosis methodology for civil 
engineering structures based on the bond graph approach. 
The bond graph theory provides a modeling framework that 
includes parametric models of the physical system and the 
sensors. Structural faults are modeled as abrupt or gradual 
damage in structural components. Sensor faults are modeled 
as biases or drifts from true measurements. Fault detection 
uses a statistical method to identify significant deviations of 
measurements from nominal behavior of the structure. Fault 
isolation is carried out by comparing predicted effects of 
hypothesized faults with observed behavior of the structure. 
Numerical illustrations of fault diagnosis of a frame struc-
ture driven by time-varying loads are provided. 

Introduction  
Damage identification and health monitoring of civil engi-
neering structures have received significant research atten-
tion worldwide (Doebling et al., 1998, Peeters & Roeck 
2001, Chang et al., 2003). Diagnosing faulty behavior in 
these structures is crucial to their safe operation, and de-
veloping robust damage detection methodologies is a chal-
lenging problem. Damage detection schemes can be 
grouped into model-based and signal-driven methods. In 
model-based methods, the change in the system parame-
ters, such as the structure’s natural frequencies, mode 
shapes, and structural members’ stiffness or damping coef-
ficients are employed to characterize damage. Examples of 
model-based damage identification techniques include the 
ARX, ARMAX and the Least Squares models (Wang & 
Haldar 1994 and Kathuda et al., 2005). Signal-driven me-
thods deal mainly with statistical and numerical analysis of 
measurement data (Jiang & Mahadevan 2005, 2007). Real-
istic scenarios for damage detection will combine methods 
for early detection of the occurrence of the damage and 
then isolating the fault to components, such as a beam or a 
column in a building. More advanced methods will also 
quantify the size of the damage. This allows for repair of 
the damaged component before catastrophic failure.  
 Bond graphs (BG) are an explicit topological modeling 
tool for capturing the common energy structure of systems 

(Rosenberg and Karnopp 1983). It is based on modeling 
energy flow between system components and inherently 
enforces continuity of power and conservation of energy. 
Bond graphs provide a systematic framework for building 
consistent and well constrained models of dynamic physi-
cal systems across multiple domains that include electrical, 
mechanical, hydraulic and thermal systems. The topologi-
cal structure of BG models causality constraints that pro-
vide the mechanisms for effective and efficient fault diag-
nosis based on cause and effect analysis. 
 Our diagnosis algorithm is based on the TRANSCEND 
diagnosis framework (Mosterman & Biswas 1999). The 
diagnosis models, temporal causal graphs (TCGs), are de-
rived systematically from BG models and provide the tem-
poral and causal relations between deviant observations 
made on the system during its operation and hypothesized 
faults. Residuals are computed as deviations in measure-
ments from nominal behavior. In an ideal or undamaged 
system the residuals should be zero. Nonzero residual val-
ues imply faults in the structural components or in the sen-
sors. An abrupt fault is a sudden change in a system pa-
rameter (e.g., a sudden reduction in the stiffness or the 
damping of a structural member). Incipient faults result 
from slow variation in any of the system parameters over 
time that causes the system behavior to drift from its steady 
state (e.g., degradation or corrosion of steel bars over a 
long period of time). We assume faults are persistent. 
This paper presents a methodology for applying bond 
graph theory to damage diagnosis for civil structures. The 
TRANSCEND algorithms are applied to a new domain, 
namely building structures. The paper focuses on detection 
and isolation of faults in structural components and sen-
sors. For simplicity, we make the single fault assumption, 
but the methodology can be extended to multiple faults 
(Daigle et al. 2006). 

Modeling Methodology 
Model-based diagnosis methodologies require system 
models that accurately represent system dynamics and also 
link faulty behaviors to components of the model. We 
adopt the bond graph modeling framework that provides 
both these features and present a methodology for model-
ing multi-story building structures.  



Bond graph models are constructed using the Fault Adap-
tive Control Technology (FACT) system (Manders et al. 
2006) within the Generic Modeling Environment (GME) 
software developed at Vanderbilt University (GME-5 
2005). MATLAB Simulink® models are automatically con-
structed from the bond graph models in GME using the 
tools described in (Roychoudhury et al. 2007).  

Figure 3: Dynamic response of the frame 
to sinusoidal loading 
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Modeling Building Structures using Bond Graphs 
Figure 1 shows a two-story frame structure. We first exam-
ine the effectiveness and accuracy of bond graph models of 
structures as compared to traditional structural dynamics 
modeling techniques. The equivalent lumped-mass model 
(two degree of freedom system) of the frame structure is 
shown in Figure 1(b). The lumped parameter elements of 
resistance (damping) (D1, D2), capacitance (stiffness) (k1, 

k2) and inductance (inertia) (m1, m2) are interconnected 
using energy conserving junctions producing the topologi-
cal structure shown in Figure 2. Structural faults are repre-
sented by persistent, abrupt changes of the lumped parame-
ter values. This bond graph represents the equations of 
motion of the frame structure in an implicit form. The bond 
graph is modular with each floor represented as a separate 
block. The blocks are connected through bond 5 to com-
plete the frame structure. The sensors are also modeled as 
separate blocks for measuring displacements. Therefore, 
this modeling framework is easily extendible to N-story 
structures by duplicating the block of the second floor N-1 
times. 

Figure 2: Bond graph model for the frame and 
the sensors 
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 We first demonstrate the effectiveness of bond graphs to 
model these systems. To do this, we compute the dynamic 
responses of this system and compare them with those 
computed from the theory of structural dynamics. The 
structure is driven by the two sinusoidal forces 

and as shown in Fig-
ure 1. In our example, the stiffnesses of the structure are 
modeled by 1 = 30.70 kN/m, 2 = 44.30 kN/m, and the 
masses at the floor levels are 1 = 136 N s2/m, 2 = 66 N 
s2/m. The damping coefficients were modeled by the pa-
rameters Ns/m, Ns/m. The displace-
ment, velocity and acceleration responses for the frame 
structure are computed using the derived simulation mod-
els and also by dynamic analysis using Duhamel’s integral 
(Clough & Penzien 1993). Figure 3 depicts the displace-
ment responses from the two methods. The figure shows a 

good match between responses computed using the two 
methods. 
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Figure1: (a) Frame building (b) Two-dof system 
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that the BG model provides sufficiently accurate results 
when compared to standard techniques from structural dy-
namics. 

The bond graph model developed for the two-story 
frame structure was further examined when the structure is 
driven by the first horizontal component of the El Centro 
1940 earthquake ground motion (SMDB 2000). The 
ground acceleration is replaced by two horizontal 
forces acting on each floor. The 
displacement responses from the bond graph model and 
dynamic analysis is shown in Figure 4. Again, the structure 
responses show a good match compared with those ob-
tained from the structural dynamics theory. 
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Figure 4: Dynamic response of the frame 
to earthquake acceleration 
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Figure 5: Diagnosis of dynamic systems
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uModeling Sensors 
From a practical point of view, deviations in measurements 
could result from damage in structural components or 
could also be attributed to sensor errors. For sensor errors, 
model-based identification models such as the finite ele-
ment and the Least-Squares methods may not provide ac-
curate results since these models do not account for sensor 
faults. On the other hand, bond graph models can easily 
model both the physical system and the sensors. Therefore, 
since faults are modeled as changes in the model parame-
ters, bond graphs are capable of modeling faults in the 
structural components and sensors. This paper examines 

this issue by modeling sensors using bond graphs based 
upon the approach presented in (Daigle et al. 2006). 
 Faults in sensors could result in a bias or a drift in the 
measured values. Biased measurements are those meas-
urements that deviate from their true value by a constant 
quantity B. Faults in sensor measurements could also result 
in a drift between the true value and the sensor measured 
value over time.  

 For a sensor measuring the displacement response, a 
bias fault implies that the actual measured displacement 

m is the sum of the true displacement t and the bias 
constant
d d

B . Nominally, B  is zero. In the bond graph, the 
sensor is modeled using a modulated source of flow (MSf) 
and encapsulates the relation Btdtd itim += )()( , see Fig-
ure 2. As an example, consider the displacement sensor for 
the first floor. The effort associated with bond 12, 12e  
represents the measured displacement, the effort associated 
with bond 13 represents the true displacement, and the ef-
fort associated with bond 14 represents the bias quan-
tity B . A C-element with  is included to integrate the 
true velocity to obtain true displacement. The effort bal-
ance of the 1-junction is 1413

1=C

12 eee += where 
∫ == )t(dd)(fC)t(e 131313 ττ and . This leads to 114 Be =

11312 Bde +=  or 1B)t(d)t(d tm += . 
 In the case of drift, the measured response md is the sum 
of the true displacement td and the drift drift . The drift is 
a function that increases gradually with time. We model 
the drift using a linear function of time. Thus, 

d

)t(d)t(d)t(d drtm += or tm , where gt)t(d)t(d += g is 
a constant representing the slope of the drift function. 
Again, the sensor is modeled in the same way as for bias, 
but the bias term is replaced by the drift func-
tion tgtddrift  )( = . Nominally, g  is 0. 

Fault Diagnosis Approach 
The fault diagnosis methodology applied in this paper is a 
model-based method and consists of fault detection, sym-
bol generation and qualitative isolation of faults. Figure 5 
shows the overall architecture for the fault diagnosis ap-
proach. The parameter estimation of faulty components 
(fault identification) is not considered in the numerical 
examples. The details of the diagnosis procedures are pro-
vided below. 

 
 

 



Fault Detection and Symbol Generation 

Figure 6: Temporal causal graph for the frame and 
the sensors 
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The detection scheme is based on comparison of measure-
ments from faulty and nominal structures. Herein, we dis-
tinguish between two distinct types of faults, namely, ab-
rupt or sudden faults and incipient or degrading faults. 
Abrupt faults reflect a discontinuous reduction in any of 
the system parameters (e.g., a sudden reduction in the stiff-
ness of a member of the structure). Incipient faults, on the 
other hand, represent a slow change in any of the model 
parameters. Abrupt faults can be expected to happen to 
structures subjected to short duration high amplitude loads 
such as blast loadings or strong motion earthquakes. In-
cipient faults could be expected to occur to structures in 
their steady state region such as structures subjected to 
vibrations from machineries. 
 The detection procedure is carried out by comparing the 
measurements of nominal (normal or undamaged) to faulty 
(damaged) measurements. This step leads to determining 
the residuals, the difference between observed and esti-
mated behavior, which, when statistically significant, im-
ply fault occurrence. The structure is considered to be 
faulty if the residual at any time point exceeds a predefined 
threshold value. When noise is included in the measure-
ments, the Z-test is performed to examine if the structure is 
faulty or not. 
 From a practical and experimental point of view, the 
presence of noise in response measurements cannot be 
avoided. Noise implies uncertainty in the sensors which 
could be due to errors, inaccuracy, imprecision, or imper-
fection. When noise is present in the measurements of the 
structure responses, the estimation of the residual cannot 
be robustly carried out by simple subtraction of the data 
and comparing the residual with a predefined threshold 
value. Instead, a measure of the deviation of the residual 
from the ideal value (typically zero) is defined. The meas-
ure of the deviation at time i is defined by the average 
residual for the last measurement time points.  

t
2N

 The decision whether the deviation is significant or not 
is based on a hypothesis test. In the present study we use 
the Z-test for this purpose (Biswas, et al., 2003). To per-
form the Z-test, the variance of the residual should be 
known. To approximate the conditions necessary for the Z-
test, the variance of the signal is estimated but for a larger 
set of samples containing 1  observation data points, 
where 21 . This approach is applied also to deter-
mine the slope of the deviation once detected. 

N
NN >>

 The symbol generation follows the comparison of the 
measurements from nominal and faulty behavior. If the 
measurement of the faulty structure at a given point of time 
is above normal, a + symbol is assigned, and if below nor-
mal, a – symbol is assigned. 
 
 
 
 
 

Fault Isolation 
When faults are detected, fault isolation begins. The isola-
tion scheme is based on the temporal causal graph (TCG), 
which is derived systematically from the bond graph model 
of the system (Mosterman & Biswas 1999). The TCG is 
derived based on the cause and effect relationships of the 
system variables and the constitutive equations of BG ele-
ments. For the two-story frame structure, the TCG is 
shown in Figure 6. The structure is first modeled using 
bond graphs and the TCG is constructed. The TCG links 
faults to their causal effects on measurements, called fault 
signatures. Fault signatures represent 0th through kth order 
derivative changes on a measurement residual at the point 
of fault occurrence. They provide the discriminatory power 
in the fault isolation approach. 
 The TCG is used to perform a backward propagation for 
the deviant measurement to generate the possible fault 
causes. This identifies a set of parameters that could be the 
reason for the fault. It also determines whether the cause is 
an increase or a decrease in the parameter. Some of these 
such as increase or decrease in the masses or increase in 
the stiffness or damping parameters are omitted. The quali-
tative fault isolation consists of two steps which are: 

1. Perform forward propagation for each possible fault 
scenario determined in the previous step, to estimate 
the fault signature matrix. This matrix contains the qu-
alitative effect of the change in the structure parame-
ters (reduction - or increase +) on the measurements 
quantities. For instance, the signature of the stiffness 
parameter k1 is derived from the TCG by assuming 
that k1 decreases and tracking the effect of this on the 
displacements u1 and u2 and their derivatives. The sig-
natures of other parameters are derived following the 



same procedure. The fault signature for the frame 
structure of Figure 1 is provided in table 1. 

2. Carry out progressive monitoring on each of these 
fault causes and the one that matches the fault signa-
ture is the actual fault. 

Table 1: Fault signatures for the frame up to the first 
non zero direction of change 

Fault First floor dis-
placement (u1) 

Second floor dis-
placement (u2) 

−
1k  
−
2k  
−
1D  
−
2D  
+
1B  
+
2B  
−
1B  
−
2B  
+

1dr  
+

2dr  

00+ 

00+ 

00+ 

00+ 

+ 

0 

- 

0 

0+ 

00 

000+ 

00- 

000+ 

00- 

0 

+ 

0 

- 

00 

0+ 
  
 The computed fault signatures of the frame structure are 
shown in Table 1. We only show the signature up to the 
first nonzero direction of change. Faults which produce 
discontinuities on the measurements (0th order changes) 
provide additional discriminatory power. Higher order ef-
fects eventually manifest as first order effects, and since 
we can only measure magnitude and slope reliably, only 
the first change (and whether it was discontinuous) is use-
ful. Since we measure displacement, the fault signatures 
represent a qualitative measure that reflects how a dis-
placement observation could be affected by a change (re-
duction or increase) in one of the structure parameters. For 
instance, to derive the fault signature of the stiffness of the 
first floor k1, a forward propagation is performed using the 
TCG of Figure 6 by tracing the qualitative effect of a de-
crease in k1 on the response measurements u1 and u2. The 
signature is found to affect the second derivative of u1 and 
the third derivative of u2 and thus its signatures are 00+ 
and 000+, respectively. Signatures of other parameters are 
generated following the same procedure, described in de-
tail in (Mosterman &Biswas 1999). It is observed from the 
table that the fault in the stiffness parameter of the first and 
the second floors have different signatures on the meas-
urements 1  and 2u . Furthermore, the signature of a fault 
in the stiffness parameter 1 is the same due to a fault in 
the damping parameter 1 . The same observation is valid 
for the stiffness and damping coefficient of the second 
floor. This observation is consistent since the reduction in 
the stiffness or in the damping coefficient implies damage 

to the columns of the same floor, and in practical situa-
tions, knowing this is enough. 

u
k

D

Figure 7: Noisy measurements (5% noise) 
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Numerical Examples 

Two-story Building under Blast Loading 
The two-story shear frame of Figure 1 is considered. This 
structure was studied by Wang & Haldar (1994) within the 
context of system identification of frame structures with 
unknown inputs. The structure is acted upon by a blast load 
of peak amplitude of 150 kN at t = 0 s decreasing linearly 
to zero at 2.0 s and applied at the second floor. The nu-
merical values for stiffness, masses and damping consid-
ered previously are adopted in this example for simulating 
the theoretical response measurements for the undamaged 
and damaged structure. The displacement, velocity and 
acceleration responses at the two floors are computed using 
the simulation model generated from the bond graph. The 
possible fault causes considered include faults in the struc-
tural components (k1, k2, D1, D2) and bias (B1, B2) or drift 
(dr1, dr2) in the sensors. 

 



Table 2: Natural frequencies of undamaged and dam-
aged structure (Rad/s) 

Damaged structure (20 %) 
 

Undamaged 
structure 

1k damaged 2k damaged 

1ω  

2ω  
11.83 
32.91 

10.68 (9.72 %) 
32.61 (0.91 %) 

11.69 (1.18 %) 
29.78 (9.51 %) 

The sampling time of the simulated responses was taken as 
0.01 s. For the damaged structure, reductions of 10 % and 
20 % in the parameters 121 and 2 were used for the 
experimental study. Table 1 summarizes the first two natu-
ral frequencies for the undamaged and the damaged struc-
ture due to damage of 20 % in the stiffness parameters. The 
table summarizes also the associated percentage reduction 
in natural frequencies. Figure 7 shows the theoretical dis-
placement measurements for the undamaged and damaged 
structure. 

,, Dkk D

Faults in Structural Components 
We first consider damage in the columns of the first 

floor. The fault is simulated by reducing the stiffness pa-
rameter at t = 0.60 s by 20 % and the theoretical meas-
urements 1 and 2 were computed using the simulation 
model. The noise free displacements of the undamaged and 
damaged structures were used as observations. Damage is 
considered to occur if the displacement measurements de-

sis model detects a fault at 0.70 s due to deviation in 1u ex-
ceeding the threshold quantity adopted. The displace ent 
u2 deviates at 0.76 s. The backward propagation determines 
that the cause for the fault could be due to reduction in the 
stiffness parameters 1k  and 2k  or the damping coefficients 

1D  and 2D  or due to  in the masses 21 mandm . 
his st , the possibility of faults occurri -

creases in the masses is eliminated since masses are as-
sumed to remain unchanged. 

Table 3: Diagnosis results fo

m

1k
u u

viate by more than 5 % of the nominal values. The diagno-

 increase

r the frame structure 

Fault Detection and diagnosis time 

In t udy ng due to in

Figure 9: Noisy measurements (abrupt fault) 
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Figure 8: Noisy measurements with sensor bias
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Faulty measurement

First floor

Injection 
time (s) 

−
1k  
−
2k  
−
1D  
−
2D  
+
1B  
+
2B  

0.6

) 

u1 deviates, 2 0.73, u  deviates 0.76 − or −
1D  1k0 (20%) 

u2 deviates, 0.68, u1 deviates 0.70 or  −
2k −

2D0.60 (20%) 

0.55 (20%) 

0.55 (20%) 

0.65 (0.002 m

0.65 (0.002 m) 

u2 deviates, 0.89, u1 deviates 0.91 or −
1k −

1D  

u2 deviates, 0.88, u1 deviates 1.15 or  −
2k −

2D

u1 deviates, 0.68 

u2 deviates, 0.68 

 The a uction in the parame- forward prop gations for red
ters 1k or 1D lead to the second derivatives of 1u  and 2u  
abov norm l (00+). Similarly, the signature o eduction 
in 2k  or 2D is accompanied by 1u&& below normal (00-) 
and abov normal (00+), see table 1. Comparing these 
sign ures with the fault signature in Table 1, the fault is 

e a f r

2u&& e 
at



0.03

identified in the columns of the first floor (due to reduction 
in either 1k or 1D ). A similar analysis with a reduction of 20 
% in the am ng coefficient 1D was also carried out and 
the progressive monitoring lea o identifying the damage 
in the columns of the first floor. It is to be noted that the 
diagnosis model successfully isolates the fault to be in the 
columns of the first floor or the second floor. From engi-
neering point of view, this is considered to be sufficient 
since damage in the columns implies reductions in stiffness 
and damping. The inspection that follows this step deter-
mines the location of the damage and necessary repair. 
 To address the issue of noise in measurements, a 

 d pi
ds t

nu-
merically generated stationary Gaussian white noise with 
zero mean and intensity 5 % of the root-mean-square val-
ues of the displacement at first floor is added to the theo-
retical responses. With the noise included in the response 
data, the structure is again diagnosed and some of these 
results are in Table 3 and Figures. 7-8. Herein, the Z-test is 
employed with the mean residual adopted in detecting the 
fault. In the numerical analyses, the parameters 

α,, 21 NN are taken as 50, 5 and 1.0, respectively. By in-
ault of 20 % reduction in the stiffness parameter 

1k and for a noise level of 5 %, the fault was detected at 
3 s due to deviation on u1 and u2 deviates at 0.76 s (for 

noise free the fault was detected at 0.70 s). This implies 
that the presence of noise in the measurements may result 
in predicting the fault at a different time compared with the 
case of noise free measurements. The diagnosis model suc-
cessfully detects and isolates the fault source to be in the 
stiffness or the damping coefficient of the first floor. 

jecting a f

0.7

Faults in Sensors 
ts modeled as bias in the measure-

ere

Two-story Building under Sinusoidal Load 
l devel-

tu

We consider sensor faul
ments. We inject a bias of 0.002 m to the displacement at 
the first floor at 0.65 s. The true and faulty measurements 
at the first floor with noise included are shown in Figure 8. 
A similar analysis was carried out for a bias in the second 
sensor, see Figure 8. The fault signatures for individual 
biased measurements 1B and 2B are provided in Table 1. 
The signature of the bias in one sensor on the displacement 
measured by the same sensor is +. The bias or fault in one 
of the sensors has no effect on the other sensor which is 
physically true. In bond graph setting there is no path that 
connects the element source that simulates the bias element 
in one sensor ): ,.e( 1BSg e and the measurement in the 
other sensor ( 13f fore the signature is 0. For the 
bias 1B , the d sis model successfully detects the fault 
to be  the first sensor at 0.68 s. For the noise free meas-
urements, the fault was identified at 0.65 s. A similar 
analysis with bias in the second sensor was carried out and 
the diagnosis model successfully detects the fault to be in 
the second sensor, see Table 3. 

)  and th
iagno

 in

To examine the applicability of the diagnosis mode
oped in this paper to alternative external loading conditions 
we reconsider the frame structure of Figure 1. The struc-

forces ) 9sin( 75)(1 ttF
re is assumed to be subjected to the sinusoidal 

= and ) 9sin( 100)(2 ttF = as shown 
in Figure 1(a). The frequency of the driving forces is se-
lected to  of the un-
damaged structure. The total duration of the input is taken 
as 10.0 s. In the previous example, the damage was intro-
duced by decreasing the structure stiffness or damping at a 
certain time by some value. In practical situations, it is 
possible that damage to the structural members may occur 
gradually over time and not suddenly. For this reason, this 
example examines modeling degrading faults. This aspect, 
to the best of our knowledge has not been considered ear-
lier within the context of fault diagnosis of civil structures. 
We consider abrupt faults first. A reduction of 10 % in the 
stiffness parameter 1k is applied at 0.4=t s and the simula-

 be close to the first natural frequency

tion model is used to generate the displacement measure-
ments at the floors evels. Figure ws the noisy dis-
placement measurements for the undamaged and the dam-
aged structure. The damage was detected at 4.10 s for the 
noise free measurements and at 4.16 s for the noisy meas-
urements due to deviation in u1. The numerical values for 
N1, N2 and 

 l 9 sho

α were taken as in the previous Example. 
Comparing the fault signatures of Table 1 and the meas-
urements variation, it is seen that the damaged parameter is 
either 1k or 1D . Similar analysis was also obtained when the 
damage was introduced to the stiffness of the second floor 
and th diagnosis model detects the fault and isolates 2k or 

2D as the damaged cause. 
In the above analysis, the structure damage was modeled 

a sudden reduction of 

e 

by 10 % in the stiffness parame-

Figure 10: Noise free measurements (degrading fault) 
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ter 1k at 0.4=t s. To model a degrading damage, i.e., slow-
ly varying damage to the structure, we introduce a linear 
red e stiffness of the first floor. The damage 
represents a uniform reduction of 15 % in the parame-
ter 1k over the time period 3.0 to 10.0 s. Again, the structure 
displacement response for the damaged structure was 
sim lated using the simulation model (see Figure 10). The 
diagnosis algorithm detects the damage at 32.5=t s and 
the defect is in the columns of the first floor. 

uction

Conclusions 
This paper develops a ethodology for civil 
engineering structure e approach to 

antage of 

shear frame models. 
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